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Key Insights 
• IAB Tech Lab Content Taxonomy 2.2 does not protect publishers from bad ads  

• 2X increase in inflammatory ads since September; 5X growth in 2020 

• Recommendations: 
o Expand ad quality reviews to include landing page malware checks 
o Evaluate landing pages via Creative Click Through, Landing Page URL, or Bid Response  
o Execute continuous scanning to catch landing page switches post campaign go-live date 

To mitigate brand safety concerns associated with aggressive keyword blocking on publishers, the updated 
Content Taxonomy 2.2—released by the IAB Tech Lab and open for industry comments due November 27—
introduces 11 sensitive categories and 4 risk levels. These new categories aim to provide more context to 
brands about a site’s content, and hopefully, unlock the estimated $4.1 billion in ad spend to the affected 
publisher sites. The goal of the taxonomy is to protect advertisers from bad content. What it doesn’t do is 
protect publishers from bad ads. 

Crux of the Brand Safety Problem 

The taxonomy only addresses part of the brand safety challenge in digital advertising. While it will drive 
incremental revenue for some publishers, the taxonomy is not a straightforward process, nor will it help 
publishers control the quality of ads that run on their sites. This is a problem because bad ads can have a 
more critical and long-term impact on user engagement and the ensuing inventory degradation.  

Brand safety has different meanings for digital 
advertising industry players. [Figure 1] Brands are 
concerned about the content on the pages where their 
ads run, aka “ad adjacency”. They want to maximize 
campaign effectiveness without offending their target 
market. Publishers are concerned about the creative 
that runs on their sites, aka “ad quality”. 

These sensitive categories are a very subjective—yet 
important—topic across the digital ecosystem. While 
the risk levels in the Content Taxonomy are meant to 
address sensitivity, the broad-based nature of several 
categories will likely continue to block revenue to legitimate sites such as CraftBeer.com, HighTimes.com, 
MilitaryTimes.com and others.  

Figure 1: Perspectives on brand safety 

Digital Trends: October 2020 

SNAPSHOT 

Updated Content Taxonomy highlights the need to further develop and define a 
Creative Taxonomy that also supports publisher monetization 

DIFFERING BRAND SAFETY VIEWS 

Brand: Automotive campaigns do not 
want to run on an article page detailing 
failing emission tests or emerging 
safety standards. 

Publisher: Premium publishers seek 
to avoid ads that don’t fit their mission 
or style, e.g., weapons or COVID 
scams, especially on pages covering 
the U.S. election. 

https://iabtechlab.com/press-releases/tech-lab-releases-for-comment-content-taxonomy-to-improve-brand-safety-support-brand-suitability
https://www.adweek.com/media/dow-jones-brand-safety-tool-triples-ad-inventory/?utm_source=postup&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Digital_Newsletter_201102070036&lyt_id=257339
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In addition, large-scale partners like Google and Xandr have their own taxonomy for ad creative. This leads 
to mapping problems for publishers and their AdTech partners as they try to align the different taxonomies for 
ads with the larger Content Taxonomy. 

Creative Taxonomy for Publishers 

The events of 2020 have had a profound impact on publishers, with bad ads penetrating their sites that are 
considered inflammatory, adult/provocative, or spam and misleading content. [Figure 2]  

 
As a result, publishers are on the receiving end of increasing complaints from their readers that lead to:  

• Brand damage due to being associated with topics that inflame social, political and economic 
tensions, a serious concern for marketers, too 

• Consumer harm from the Coronavirus-related scams that peaked in April, yet continue to defraud 
consumers  

• Offensive content that does not respect religious or cultural standards in certain geographies, e.g., 
adult, alcohol, tobacco, gambling etc. 

The industry needs a creative taxonomy to round out the brand safety issue and help protect publishers from 
ads that ruin their overall brand integrity. 

Categorization - Publishers & AdTech  

The vagaries and sensitivity of creative content categorization can be smoothed with expertise. Third-party 
categorization providers hone this expertise by reviewing millions of creative—The Media Trust reviews more 
than 5 million each month. You can’t rely on a brand to adequately self-declare their ads, specifically those 
potentially associated with content unwanted by publishers.  

Publishers should demand that supply partners categorize the ad creative inventory that flows through their 
pipes to ensure it meets publisher requirements. This will help publishers further monetize their content, 
without damaging their relationships with their audiences and editorial teams. 

Figure 2: New incidents detected in 2020 Inflammatory and Spam/Harmful content 

https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/357511/half-of-marketers-have-contingency-plans-for-post-.html?edition=120342
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